
From: Giuliano   
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2024 1:14 AM 
To: Kimberly Ward <KWard@bayareametro.gov> 
Subject: How do I write to board as a whole for next meeting? 
 
*External Email*  

 
Can you please  send this message to the board, and include in the next meeting's minutes? If not, can 
you please tell me how to do so? You should really include as part of your website on board page, on 
upcoming meeting page, and as part of each agenda. 
 
MTC Board, climate change is real, public health issues are real, lack of vibrant city centers and 
neighborhoods is real, DEI issues are real, child autonomy issues are real, as are a host of other issues. 
Making active transport and mass transit to preferred transit modes, and making private car travel a 
secondary mode, are a huge part of solving all these issues. 
 
Please adopt a framework in line with CalBike's 2024 People-First Mobility Budget for California. Clearly, 
the MTC is not the state, and operates under different legal frameworks and requirements, and perhaps 
can not adopt all the parts of this budget as written. But, it can certainly align with this budget to the 
degree that the law permits: 

• Provide zero funding for increased highway capacity. In particular all highway widening projects, 
including on/off ramps, interchanges, HOV, HOT, Toll, and other managed lane projects. 

• Prioritize funds for projects that focus on active transit  and other VMT reducing elements. 
• Prioritize funds for Transit Priority Corridor projects, and similar projects. 
• Prioritize project that maintain and repair roads. 
• Prioritize projects that will improve infrastructure historically underserved areas. 

Thank you, 
 
https://www.calbike.org/2024-people-first-mobility-budget-for-california/ 
 
Thanks, 
 
giuliano 
-- 
Drive a bike a bit more often and cars a bit less. You'll be healthier and happier, and so will our world. 
 
Reach out if you'd like to learn to cycle more safely (LCI #7105). 
 
https://bikesiliconvalley.org 
https://www.peopleforbikes.org/news/your-bike-advocacy-playbook 




